
INTRODUCTION – GD.01

Thank you for purchasing an EARTHLING DESIGNS GD.01 GLISS DRIVE.

GLISS DRIVE was initially designed for use with slide/bottle neck electric guitar (hence the name: ‘gliss’ being short for 
‘glissando’). But it sounds just as good with standard guitar setups. 

The tone is dynamic and harmonically rich with extremely low noise. Don’t let the simple feature set fool you, we designed it 
to be versatile! Depending on drive and mode toggle settings, treble boost, light drive, through to heavy-singing sustain and 
fuzzed-out amp explode tones are possible.

Enjoy! 

CONTROLS – GD.01

DRIVE  
Varies gain from clean(ish) to heavily saturated. With lower drive settings, low frequencies (particularly in modes I  
and II) will be cut. Use these settings with Volume increased for traditional, treble boost tones. 

VOLUME  
Varies output level of FX. A large output swing is available to hit amps or subsequent drive pedals hard if desired. 

MODE (three-way toggle switch)  
Shapes the low frequency content of the distorted tone, affecting the tactility and focus of the drive. Mode II is the tightest and 
Mode III becomes almost rubbery at high gain settings.  Mode I splits the difference and is often a good starting point for 
experimentation. Note that the toggle switch settings are highly interactive with the drive control. 

SPECIFICATIONS – GD.01

INPUT IMPEDANCE:   470K ohm SIZE (enclosure): 119x94x34mm

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE:   <1K ohm WEIGHT:   ~400g

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS:  9VDC 2.1mm negative centre power supply or 9V PP3 battery. Unit has low current 
consumption (<10mA). To prolong battery life, ensure input jack is disconnected when not in use. Incorrectly powering unit 
may cause damage which is not covered by warranty. 

More details and suggested settings can be found at earthlingdesigns.com/glissdrive

WARRANTY – GD.01

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replace-
ment or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also 
entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount 
to a major failure. 

In addition, the Gliss Drive comes with a warranty against defect for 3 years from the date of purchase. Earthling Designs will 
repair or replace your Gliss Drive if it fails in that period. Switches, jack sockets and LEDS are covered for 1 year only. Any 
misuse of the unit including but not limited to incorrectly powering the unit, and/or any unauthorised repair or modification of 
the unit voids this warranty. Anything determined to be out of scope of the warranty can be repaired at a reasonable cost. 

Please contact us by email at earthlingdesigns@gmail.com to arrange return of your goods.
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